Using experimental spectral data for hadronic τ decays from the OPAL experiment, supplemented by a phenomenologically successful parameterization for the high-s region not covered by the data, we construct a physically constrained model of the isospin-one vector-channel polarization function. Having such a model as a function of Euclidean momentum Q 2 allows us to explore the systematic error associated with fits to the Q 2 dependence of lattice data for the hadronic electromagnetic current polarization function which have been used in attempts to compute the leading order hadronic contribution, a HLO µ , to the muon anomalous magnetic moment. In contrast to recent claims made in the literature, we find that a final error in this quantity of the order of a few percent does not appear possible with current lattice data, given the present lack of precision in the determination of the vacuum polarization at low Q 2 . We also find that fits to the vacuum polarization using fit functions based on Vector Meson Dominance are unreliable, in that the fit error on a HLO µ is typically much smaller than the difference between the value obtained from the fit and the exact model value. The use of a sequence of Padé approximants known to converge to the true vacuum polarization appears to represent a more promising approach.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In the quest for a precision computation of the muon anomalous magnetic moment a µ = (g − 2)/2, the contribution from the hadronic vacuum polarization at lowest order in the fine-structure constant α, a HLO µ , plays an important role. While the contribution itself is rather small (of order 0.06 per mille!) the error in this contribution dominates the total uncertainty in the present estimate of the Standard-Model value. In order to reduce this uncertainty, and resolve or solidify the potential discrepancy between the experimental and Standard-Model values, it is thus important to corroborate, and if possible improve on, the total error in a HLO µ . Recently, there has been much interest in computing this quantity using Lattice QCD [1] . In terms of the vacuum polarization Π em (Q 2 ) at Euclidean momenta Q 2 , a HLO µ is given by the integral [2, 3] 
where m µ is the muon mass, and for non-zero momenta Π em (Q 2 ) is defined from the hadronic contribution to the electromagnetic vacuum polarization Π em µν (Q),
in momentum space. Since the integral is over Euclidean momentum, this is an ideal task for the lattice, if Π em (Q 2 ) can be computed at sufficiently many non-zero values of Q 2 , especially in the region Q 2 ∼ m 2 µ which dominates the integral. However, because of the necessity of working in a finite volume, momenta are quantized on the lattice, which turns out to make this a difficult problem. Figure 1 demonstrates the problem. On the left, we see a typical form of the subtracted vacuum polarization, together with the low-Q 2 points from a typical lattice data set.
1 On the right, we see the same information, but now multiplied by the weight f (Q 2 ) in Eq. (1.1). Figure 1 clearly shows why evaluating the integral in Eq. (1.1) as a Riemann sum using typical lattice data is ruled out. In principle, going to larger volumes, or using twisted boundary conditions [4, 5] can help, but it will be necessary to fit the lattice data for Π(Q 2 ) to a continuous function of Q 2 in order to evaluate the integral. The problem then becomes that of finding a theoretically well-founded functional form for the Q 2 dependence of Π(Q 2 ), so that this functional form can be fitted to available data, after which the integral in Eq. (1.1) is performed using the fitted function.
A number of fit functions have been used and/or proposed recently. One class of fit functions is based on Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) [6] [7] [8] , another class on Padé Approximants (PAs) [4, 9] , while a position-space version of VMD-type fits was recently proposed in Ref. [10] . VMD-type fits, as well as the PAs used in Ref. [4] do not represent members of a sequence of functions guaranteed to converge to the actual vacuum polarization, whereas the PAs of Ref. [9] do. Thus, theoretical prejudice would lead one to choose the PAs of Ref. [9] as the appropriate set of functions to fit lattice data for the vacuum polarization.
However, this does not guarantee that any particular fit to lattice data for the vacuum polarization will yield an accurate estimate of a HLO µ with a reliable error. This depends not only on the theoretical validity of the fit function, but also, simply, on the availability of good data. Moreover, even if a sequence of PAs converges (on a certain Q 2 interval), not much is known in practice about how fast its rate of convergence may be. For example, if the convergence is very slow given a certain lattice data set, it could be that only PAs with a number of parameters far beyond the reach of these data give a numerically adequate representation of the true vacuum polarization, for the goal of computing a HLO µ to a phenomenologically interesting accuracy.
It would therefore be useful to have a good model, in which the "exact" answer is known. One can then investigate any given fitting method, and ask questions such as whether a good fit (for instance, as measured by the χ 2 per degree of freedom) leads to an accurate result for a HLO µ . If the model is a good model, this will not only test the theoretical validity of a given fit function, but also how well this fit works, given a required accuracy, and given a set of data for Π(Q 2 ). In other words, it will give us a reliable quantitative estimate of the systematic error.
Such a model is available for the vacuum polarization. The I = 1 non-strange hadronic vector spectral function has been very accurately measured in hadronic τ decays. From this spectral function, one can, using a dispersion relation, construct the corresponding component of the vacuum polarization, if one has a reliable theoretical representation for the spectral function beyond the τ mass. Such a representation was constructed in Refs. [11, 12] from OPAL data for this spectral function [13] . The thus obtained vacuum polarization is closely related to the I = 1 component of the vacuum polarization obtained from σ(e + e − → γ → hadrons).
Three points are relevant to understanding the use of the term "model" for the resulting I = 1 polarization function, in the context of the underlying a HLO µ problem. First, a HLO µ is related directly to σ(e + e − → γ → hadrons) [14] and the associated electromagnetic (EM) current polarization function, which, unlike the model, has both an I = 1 and I = 0 component. Second, even for the I = 1 part there are subtleties involved in relating the spectral functions obtained from σ(e + e − → γ → hadrons) and non-strange τ decays [15, 16] . Finally, since the τ data extends only up to s = m 2 τ , a model representation is required for the I = 1 spectral function beyond this point.
In fact, we consider the pure I = 1 nature of the model polarization function an advantage for the purposes of this study, as it corresponds to a simpler spectral distribution than that of the EM current (the latter involving also the light quark andss I = 0 components). Working with the τ data also allows us to avoid having to deal with the discrepancies between the determinations of the π + π − electroproduction cross-sections obtained by different experiments [17] [18] [19] [20] . 2 We should add that, though a model is needed for the part of the I = 1 spectral function beyond s = m , the vacuum polarization we construct is very insensitive to the parametrization used in this region. Finally, we note that the model vacuum polarization satisfies, by construction, the same analyticity properties as the real vacuum polarization. In particular, the subtracted model vacuum polarization is equal to Q 2 times a Stieltjes function [9] . We thus expect our model to be an excellent model for the purpose of this article, which is to test a number of methods that have been employed in fitting the Q 2 dependence of the vacuum polarization to lattice data, and not to determine the I = 1 component of a
This article is organized as follows. In the following two sections, we construct the model, and define the fit functions we will consider here. Throughout this paper, we will consider only VMD-type fits, which have been extensively used, and PA fits of the type defined in Ref. [9] . 3 In Sec. IV, we use the model and a typical covariance matrix obtained in a lattice computation to generate fake "lattice" data sets, which are then fitted in Sec. V. We consider both correlated and diagonal ("uncorrelated") fits, where in the latter case errors are computed by linear propagation of the full data covariance matrix through the fit. From these fits, estimates for a HLO µ with errors are obtained, and compared with the exact model value in order to test the accuracy of the fits. Section VI contains our conclusions.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL
The non-strange, I = 1 subtracted vacuum polarization is given by the dispersive integral
where ρ(t) is the corresponding spectral function, and m π the pion mass. In order to construct our model forΠ(Q 2 ), we split this integral into two parts: one with 4m
τ , and one with s min ≤ t < ∞. In the first region, we use OPAL data to estimate the integral by a simple Riemann sum:
Figs. 48 and 50 of Ref. [19] provide a useful overview of the current situation. 3 For other PA fits considered in the literature, we are not aware of any convergence theorems.
Here the t i label the midpoints of the bins from the lowest bin i = 1 to the highest bin N min below s min = N min ∆t, and ∆t is the bin width, which for the OPAL data we use is equal to 0.032 GeV 2 . For the contribution from the spectral function above s min , we use the representation
where ρ pert (t) is the perturbative part calculated to five loops in perturbation theory, expressed in terms of α s (m 2 τ ) [21] , with m τ the τ mass. The oscillatory term is our representation of the duality-violating part, and models the presence of resonances in the measured spectral function. This representation of the spectral function was extensively investigated in Refs. [11, 12] , and found to give a very good description of the data between s min = 1.504 GeV 2 and m 2 τ . Figure 2 shows the comparison between the data and the representation (2.3b) for this value of s min ; the blue continuous curve shows the representation we will be employing here. Our central values for α s (m 2 τ ), α, β, γ and δ have been taken from the FOPT w = 1 finite-energy sum rule fit of Ref. [12] :
The low-Q 2 part of the function Π(Q 2 ) obtained through this strategy is shown as the blue curve in the left-hand panel of Fig. 1 .
As in Ref. [9] we will take as a benchmark the low-and medium-Q 2 part of a
To make it clear that we are computing this quantity fromΠ(Q 2 ) defined from Eqs. (2.1)-(2.4), and not from Π em (Q 2 ), we will use the symbolã µ , instead of a µ , in the rest of this article.
Using the OPAL data as described above, and fully propagating errors, 5 we find the valuẽ
In our tests of lattice data in Sec. V below, we will declare the model to be "exact," and see how various fits to fake lattice data generated from the model will fare in reproducing 4 The final one or two digits of these parameter values are not significant in view of the errors obtained in Eq. (5.3) of Ref. [12] , but these are the values we used to construct the model. 5 Taking into account the OPAL data covariance matrix, the parameter covariance matrix for the parameters in Eq. (2.3b), as well as the correlations between OPAL data and the parameters. The I = 1 non-strange vector spectral function, from Ref. [12] , as a function of t. The data are from OPAL [13] , the curves are theoretical representations obtained from the w = 1 finite-energy sum rule discussed in Refs. [11, 12] .
this exact value. For our purposes, it is sufficient to have a four-digit "exact" value, which we take to beã
We close this section with a few remarks. In the region 0 ≤ Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 , the model we constructed forΠ(Q 2 ) is very insensitive to both the detailed quantitative form of Eq. (2.3b), as well as to the choice of s min . Moreover, the precise quantitative values that we obtain forΠ(Q 2 ) as a function of Q 2 are not important. What is important is that this is a very realistic model, based on hadronic data which are very well understood in the framework of QCD, for the I = 1 part of Π em (Q 2 ).
III. FIT FUNCTIONS
We will consider two classes of fit functions to be employed in fits to data for Π(Q 2 ). The first class of functions involves PAs of the form 
π , these PAs constitute a sequence converging to the exact vacuum polarization in the sense described in detail in Ref. [9] . With "good enough" data, we thus expect that, after fitting the data, one or more of these PAs will provide a numerically accurate representation of Π(Q 2 ) on a compact interval for Q 2 on the positive real axis. For each such fit, we may computeã
, and compare the result to the exact model value. Of course, the aim of this article is to gain quantitative insight into what it means for the data to be "good enough," as well as into what order of PA might be required to achieve a given desired accuracy in the representation of Π(Q 2 ) at low Q 2 . We note that in the model, by construction we have thatΠ(0) = 0. In contrast, a lattice computation yields only the unsubtracted Π(Q 2 ) at non-zero values of Q 2 .
6 It thus appears that the model does not quite match the lattice framework it is designed to simulate. However, if in the test fits we treat Π(0) in Eq. (3.1) as a free parameter, we discard the information thatΠ(0) = 0 in the model, and we can use the fake data generated from the model as a test case for the lattice. In other words, if we treat Π(0) in Eq. (3.1) as a free parameter, we can think of the model vacuum polarization as Π(Q 2 ) in a scheme in which Π(0) happens to vanish, rather than asΠ(Q 2 ). This turns out to be a very important observation, because even if a PA or VMD-type fit does a good job of fitting the overall Q 2 behavior over a given interval, it is generally difficult for these fits to yield the correct curvature at very low Q 2 . Because the integral in Eq. (1.1) is dominated by the low-Q 2 region, this effect can lead to significant deviations ofã HLO,Q 2 ≤1 µ from the exact model value, as we will see below.
We will also consider VMD-type fits, which have been widely used in the literature. Typical VMD-type fits have the form of Eq. (3.1), but with the lowest pole, b 1 , fixed to the ρ mass, b 1 = m 2 ρ . We will consider two versions: straight VMD, obtained by taking K = 1 in Eq. (3.1) and setting a 0 = 0, and VMD+, which is similar but with a 0 a free parameter. Such VMD-type fits have been employed previously [4, [6] [7] [8] 24] . We emphasize that VMDtype fits, despite their resemblance to the PAs of Eq. (3.1), are not of that type. The exact function Π(Q 2 ) has a cut at Q 2 = −4m 2 π , which has to be reproduced by the gradual accumulation of poles in Eq. (3.1) toward that value. If instead we choose the lowest pole at the ρ mass, the fit function is a model function based on the intuitive picture of vector meson dominance, and is definitely not a member of the convergent sequence introduced in Ref. [9] . However, as already emphasized in Sec. I, the aim here is to investigate the quality of various fits on test data, without theoretical prejudice. We will thus investigate both PA and VMD-type fits in the remainder of this article.
In Ref.
[8] also a VMD-type fit with two poles, obtained by choosing K = 2, a 0 = 0 and b 1 = m 2 ρ has been considered. In our case, such a fit turns out to not yield any extra information beyond VMD+: we always find that b 2 is very large, and a 2 and b 2 are very strongly correlated, with the value of a 2 /b 2 equal to the value of a 0 found in the VMD+ fit. The reason this does not happen in Ref. [8] is probably that in that case also the connected part of the I = 0 component is included in Π(Q 2 ), and this component has a resonance corresponding to the octet component of the φ-ω meson pair. In our case, in which only the I = 1 component is present, these two-pole VMD-type fits never yield any information beyond the VMD+ fits. 6 A recent paper proposed a method for computing Π(0) directly on the lattice [22] , whereas another recent paper proposed to obtain Π(Q 2 ) at and near Q 2 = 0 by analytic continuation [23] . Since we do not know yet what the size of the combined statistical and systematic errors on Π(0) determined in such ways will turn out to be, we do not consider these options in this article. 
IV. THE GENERATION OF FAKE LATTICE DATA
In order to carry out the tests, we need data that correspond to a world described by our model, and that resemble a typical set of lattice data. In order to construct such a data set, we proceed as follows. First, we choose a set of Q 2 values. The Q 2 values we will consider are those available on an L 3 × T = 64 3 × 144 lattice with periodic boundary conditions, and an inverse lattice spacing 1/a = 3.3554 GeV. The smallest momenta on such a lattice in the temporal and spatial directions are
etc. Next, we construct a multivariate Gaussian distribution with central values Π(Q 2 i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , and a typical covariance matrix obtained in an actual lattice computation of the vacuum polarization on this lattice. The covariance matrix we employed is the covariance matrix for the a = 0.06 fm data set considered in Ref. [9] . The fake data set is then constructed by drawing a random sample from this distribution. 7 The data points shown in Fig. 1 are the first three data points of this fake data set. The full data set is shown in Fig. 3 . We will refer to this as the "lattice" data set.
Below, we will also have use for a "science-fiction" data set. This second data set is obtained exactly as the fake data set described above, except that we first divide the lattice covariance matrix by 10000, which corresponds to reducing diagonal errors by a factor 100. After this reduction, the data set is generated as before. We refer to this as the "sciencefiction" data set because it seems unlikely that a realistic lattice data set with such good statistics will exist in the near future. However, this second data set will allow us to gain some additional insights in the context of this model study.
V. FITS TO THE FAKE LATTICE DATA
In this section, we will present and discuss the results of a number of fits, based on the data sets constructed in Sec. IV.
A. "Lattice" data set Table 1 shows the results of a number of correlated fits of the lattice data set to the functional forms defined in Sec. III. To the left of the vertical double line the fitted data are those in the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 ; to the right the fitted data are those in the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1.5 GeV 2 . In each of these two halves, the left-most column shows the fit function, and the second column gives the value ofã HLO,Q 2 ≤1 µ obtained from the fit, with the χ 2 fit error between parentheses. The "pull" σ in the third column is defined as
For instance, with the exact value of Eq. (2.7), we have for the [1, 1] PA on the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 that σ = |1.204 − 1.116|/0.022 = 4. The fourth column gives the χ 2 value per degree of freedom (dof) of the fit.
Of course, the pull can only be computed because we know the exact model value. This is precisely the merit of this model study: it gives us insight into the quality of the fit independent of the χ 2 value. Clearly, the fit does a good job if the pull is of order one, because if that is the case, the fit error covers the difference between the exact value and the fitted value.
The primary measure of the quality of the fit is the value of χ 2 /dof. This value clearly rules out [0, 1] PA and VMD as good fits. In this case, we do not even consider the pull: these functional forms clearly just do not represent the data very well. However, in all other cases, one might consider the value of χ 2 /dof to be reasonable, although less so for fits on the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1.5 GeV 2 . However, only the [1, 2] and [2, 2] PAs have a good value for the pull for fits on the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 , whereas the pull for the [1, 1] PA and VMD+ is bad: the fit error does not nearly cover the difference between the true (i.e., exact model) value and the fitted value. Note that with the errors of the "lattice" data set even the best result, from the [2, 2] PA, only reaches an accuracy of 5% forã µ . On the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1.5 GeV 2 all fits get worse, both as measured by χ 2 and σ, and only the [2, 2] PA may be considered acceptable.
For illustration, we show the [1, 2] PA and VMD+ fits on the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV , which contains only a few of the Q 2 fit points. The blue solid curve shows the exact model, the green dashed curve the fit, and the red points are the lattice data. Both fits to the vacuum polarization look like Table 1 , obtained using the "science-fiction" data set, for which the covariance matrix was reduced by a factor 10000. Fitting interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 .
good fits (confirmed by the χ 2 /dof values) when viewed from the perspective of the left-hand panels. A clear distinction, however, emerges between the [1, 2] PA and VMD+ cases when one focuses on the low-Q 2 region shown in the right-hand panels. In these panels, the PA fit follows the exact curve very closely, while the VMD+ fit undershoots the exact curve by a significant amount, as quantified by the pull. Looking at the left hand panels in Figs. 4 and 5, one would never suspect the difference in the results forã HLO,Q 2 ≤1 µ illustrated in the corresponding right hand panels.
B. "Science-fiction" data set
In Table 2 , we show the same type of fits as in Table 1 , but now using the "science-fiction" data set defined in Sec. IV. The corresponding figures are very similar to Figs. 4 and 5, and hence are not shown here.
This data set is, of course, quite unrealistic: real lattice data with such precision will not soon be generated. But these fits address the question of which of the fit functions considered might still be acceptable in this hypothetical world, and whether simply decreasing the errors, in this case by the large factor of 100, rather than also filling in low Q 2 values, will be sufficient to achieve the goal of getting to the desired ∼ 1% accuracy in the determination ofã
The answer is barely. First, we see that the VMD-type fits are completely ruled out already by the χ 2 values. The higher precision data are also more punishing on the PA fits. By χ 2 values, the first three PAs are excluded, in contrast to Table 1 , where only the [0, 1] PA is really excluded by its χ 2 value. The [2, 2] PA has a possibly reasonable χ 2 value, but its accuracy does not match its precision, with a pull equal to 12.
8 The more precise data make it possible to perform a [2, 3] PA fit, and this fit is borderline acceptable, given the value of the pull.
The best fit for each data set yields a HLO,Q 2 ≤1 µ with an error of 5% for the lattice data set, down to 0.2% for the science-fiction data set. While this means that (real) lattice data with a precision somewhere in between would yield an error of order 1% or below, we also see from this example that that precision does not necessarily translate into an equal accuracy. We conjecture that in order to increase accuracy, data at more low-Q 2 values than present in the fake data sets considered here will be needed. While precision data in the region of the peak of the integrand would be ideal, we suspect that filling in the region between the two lowest Q 2 values in this data set might already be of significant help.
C. Diagonal fits
It is important to emphasize that the data sets considered here are constructed such that by definition the covariance matrix employed is the true covariance matrix, and not some estimator for the true one. However, it is possible that for some unknown reason the covariance matrix we employed for generating the fake data set is less realistic, even though we took it to come from an actual lattice computation. For instance, the vacuum polarization of this lattice computation contains both I = 1 and (the connected part of the) I = 0 components, whereas the vacuum polarization considered here has only an I = 1 component.
For this reason, we also considered diagonal fits, in which instead of minimizing the χ 2 function, we minimize the quadratic form Q 2 obtained by keeping only the diagonal of the covariance matrix. However, our errors take into account the full data covariance matrix by linear error propagation. (For a detailed description of the procedure, see the appendix of Ref. [11] . 9 ) Results of diagonal fits are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . These tables show fits analogous to those shown in Tables 1 and 2 , but instead of taking the full covariance matrix into account through a χ 2 fit, it is only taken into account in the error propagation, after the fit parameters have been determined from a diagonal fit.
The results of these diagonal fits are consistent with, and confirm, the conclusions one draws from the correlated fits shown in Tables 1 and 2 . For PA fits, the only differences are that errors from the diagonal fits are larger, and the maximum order of the PA for which Table 3 , but using the "science-fiction" data set.
we can find a stable fit is one notch lower. Since the fit quality Q 2 is not a χ 2 function, its absolute value (per degree of freedom) has no quantitative probabilistic meaning. But clearly the [0, 1], [1, 1] , VMD and VMD+ fits shown in Table 4 are bad fits, as judged from their Q 2 values. We therefore did not compute the pull for these fits. For all other fits in Tables 3 and 4 the pull is shown, and consistent with that shown in Tables 1 and 2 for PAs of one higher order.
Also from these diagonal fits we conclude that the VMD-type fits considered here do not work. Amusingly, VMD appears to get it right, if one takes the VMD fit on the interval 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 in Table 3 at face value. However, this should be considered an accident. If one adds a parameter to move to a VMD+ fit, the value of Q 2 decreases significantly, as it should, but the pull increases dramatically, showing that VMD+ is not a reliable fit. This should not happen if the VMD result were to be reliable itself. Likewise, if we change the fitting interval from 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 to 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1.5 GeV 2 , the pull increases much more dramatically than for the PA fits. In addition, both VMD-type fits in Table 4 are bad fits, as judged by the Q 2 values, even though, because of the same accident, the VMD value for a HLO,Q 2 ≤1 µ looks very good. Note however, that again the error is nowhere near realistic as well: we did not compute the pull because of the large Q 2 value, but its value given the numbers reported is very large.
We conclude from this example that in order to gauge the reliability of a fit, ideally one should consider a sequence of fit functions in which parameters are systematically added to the fit function. This allows one to test the stability of such a sequence of fits, and avoid mistakenly interpreting an accidental agreement with the model result as an indication that a particular fit strategy is reliable when it is not, as happens here for the VMD fit and the specific 0 to 1 GeV 2 fitting window. The PA approach provides a systematic sequence of fit functions in this respect.
D. The region 1 ≤ Q 2 ≤ 2 GeV 2 While higher-order PAs appear to work reasonably well, in the sense that their accuracy matches their precision, we also noted that on our fake lattice data set this is less true when one increases the fit interval from 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1 GeV 2 to 0 < Q 2 ≤ 1.5 GeV 2 . At the same time, one expects QCD perturbation theory only to be reliable above approximately 2 GeV 2 . This leads to the question whether one can do better on the interval between 0 and 2 GeV 2 .
hadronic vacuum polarization Π(Q 2 ) to low Q 2 . Because of the sensitivity of a a reliable error. The reason is the "magnifying effect" produced by the multiplication of the subtracted vacuum polarization by the kinematic weight in the integral yielding a HLO µ . While other useful models (for instance, based on σ(e + e − → hadrons) data) may also be constructed, the model considered here, for the I = 1 polarization function Π(Q 2 ), is already available, and data on this model will be provided on request.
